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Tong, Zhanye. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 1999. Parallel Algorithms for Large
Sparse Generalized Eigenproblems. Major Professor: Ahmed Sameh.
This dissertation discusses parallel algorithms for the generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem Ax = J...Bx where both A and B are real matrices with B being symmetric positive
definite. We are interested in the case that both A and B are large and sparse, and
only a few of the eigenpairs are desired.
Although many methods for such problems have been developed, most of them
require factorizing the involved matrices or solving a large number of linear sys-
tems to high order accuracy. Moreover, they are usually designed exclusively for the
traditional vector machines and don't perform well in distributed computing environ-
ments - multiprocessor machines with distributed memory or networks of worksta-
tions (NOW). In this thesis, we develop algorithms that use the basic matrix vector
operations only, that don't require solving any linear systems exactly, and that are
efficient in distributed computing environments.
Among all the practical eigenvalue methods known today, we have found the trace
minimization method and the Jacobi-Davidson method more attractive than others in
the sense that they admit both data parallelism and task parallelism. We first study
the trace minimization method, give a convergence analysis for practical situations,
introduce a preconditioning technique, and develop more efficient shifting strategies.
We then study the Jacobi-Davidson method, explore its connection to the trace min-
imization method, analyze its weaknesses, and incorporate some of the techniques
developed in the trace minimization method into it to obtain a new algorithm. The
ix
implementation details of the new algorithm in distributed computing environments
are then discussed. Numerical experiments have shown that the modified algorithm




In this thesis, we consider the generalized eigenvalue problem
Ax = >.Bx, (1.1)
where A and Bare n x n real matrices with B being symmetric positive definite. Such
problems arise in a variety of disciplines, most notably in structural analysis [BW72],
[BW73] where A is symmetric, in plasma physics [CKW89] where A is nonsymmetric,
and in electromagnetics [Jin93] where A can be either symmetric or nonsymmetric.
Usually, both A and B are very large, sparse, and only a few of the eigenvalues and
the associated eigenvectors are desired. Because of the size of the problem, methods
that rely only on operations like matrix vector multiplications, inner products, and
vector updates are usually considered.
Numerous eigenvalue methods have been developed for both the symmetric and
the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problems [Ste76], [vdVG97]. However, there is still a
great need to find more robust and efficient solvers for such problems. On one hand,
as we shall see in Chapter 2, most of the methods for the generalized eigenvalue prob-
lem (1.1) require inverting a matrix of the form aA - fJE, which is undesirable, if
not impossible, for the problem we are considering. On the other hand, methods that
have been developed for the traditional serial machines usually do not perform well
on parallel machines [Par80J. Efforts have to be made to design more efficient algo-
rithms for currently available parallel architectures. Our primary goal in this thesis
is to develop algorithms for problem (1.1) that are efficient in distributed computing
environments such as multiprocessor computers with distributed memory or networks
of workstations (NOW).
21.2 Applications
The eigenvalue problem plays an important part in a large number of applications,
both theoretical and practical. In industrial applications, eigenvalues are often related
to frequences of vibration or propagation. In structural dynamics, the motion of a
thin flat plate is described by the partial differential equation
D(wxxu + 2w:cxyy +Wyy!!y) + PWtt = 0, (x, y) E n,
where n is a domain on the xy plane that defines the plate, w is the displacement in
z direction, p is the mass density, and D is the flexural rigidity of the plate.
If we consider the motion that is harmonic in time, i.e., consider
w(x, y; t) = W(x, y) sin(wt - a),
we obtain an eigenvalue problem
Wxxxx + 2W:C:l:YY + Wyyyy = ).W. (1.2)
The standard simple boundary conditions for the problem are simply supported and
clamped.
1. Sirnpiy supported plate: W = 0 on an.
2. Clamped plate: W = 0 and <n, 'Vf >= 0 on an, where n is the unit
normal to an.
For a simply supported rectangular plate on n = [0, a] x [0, b], the analytic solu-
tions of (1.2) are known. They are given by
. (mn) . (n7ry )W(m,n)(x,y) = C(m,n)sm -a- sm -b- ,
aud
for positive integer m and n.
For rectangular plates with other boundary conditions or irregular plates, the
solutions of (1.2) are often numerically approximated by a finite element method.
3One of the widely used finite elements is the Hermite cubic element in which the trial
functions are cubic in each variable separately,
3
W h = L aijXiyi.
i,j=O
The 16 parameters aij, a S i,j S 4, are determined by the values of W, wx , Wy , W:&y
at the four vertices. The standard basis contains four kinds of functions, q,l, lPz, ~3
and W4, which interpolate W, W XI Wyand W:z;y, respectively:
<I!, = w,(x)w;(y), <I!, = w,(x)w;(y),
<l!3 ~ w,(x)w;(y), w, = w,(x)w;(y),
where Wi and Wi are basis functions in one dimension:
at node i,
at other nodes,
~ = 0 at all nodes,
{
I at node i,
Wj = 0 at all nodes, ~ =
fix a at other nodes,
If we normalize the interval to [-1,1]' the functions w(x) and w(x) are given by:
w(x) = (lxl-1)'(2Ixl + 1), w(x) = x(lxl- I)'.
An elegant derivation of the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix is given in [WisS!].
The eigenvalue problem (1.2) has infinite numbers of eigenvalues (vibration modes),
and the finite element discretization approximates the left end of the spectrum. Usu-
ally, a few of the leftmost eigenvalues or eigenvalues in a given interval are desired.
Another important application area is electromagnetics [Jin93] where the study
of wave propagation in wave guides give rise to both symmetric and nonsymmetric
generalized eigenvalue problems. Consider a wave guide in which the electric and
magnetic waves are propagating in the z direction. The electric and the magnetic





4where w denotes the angular frequency and kz denotes the propagation constant.
Substituting these into the source-free Maxwell's equation
v x E+iwfl,H 0,








where Ex! EYl E z and Hz. HYI Hz are the components of E and H in X, y, z directions,
respectively. One way to solve these equations is to use the Ez-Hz formulation, i.e.,
solve for E z and Hz first and obtain other components from E z and Hz. A long
but straightforward derivation leads to the following equations containing Ez and Hz
only:
(:r (E,)x), + Ur (Ex),),
+ ~ [Ur (H,)y), - (:r (H,)x)J+ ,E, = 0, (1.3)
(~(Hx)x), + (~(H,)y),
~ [Ur (E,).) x - Ur (E,)x)J+ flH, = O. (1.4)
where k~ = W 2 p,f. - k;. The boundary conditions are given by
E z = aat r,
5and
aH. r
----=t = a at 1
an
where r is the boundary of the waveguide wall and nis its unit normal.
The finite element discretization of (1.3) and (1.4) results in a sequence of gener-
alized eigenvalue problems
where both A and B are symmetric with B being positive definite (see [Jin93] for
details and the definition of k o). Usually, a few of the positive eigenvalues are de-
sired. A major problem associated with the Ez-Hz formulation for partially filled
dielectric waveguides is that some of the computed modes do not exist physically
(called spurious modes). Formulations that avoid spurious eigenvalues often result in
nonsymmetric generalized eigenvalue problems [GKR92].








































Figure 1.2 Sparsity pattern for A and B: finline dielectric waveguide.
In both applications, the matrices A and B are very sparse and can be very
large. They are often unstructured; thus factorizing either of A or B is undesirable.
Figure 1.1-1.4 show some of the sparsity patterns of A and B. In almost all the cases,
the gap ratios associated with the desired eigenvalues are very small. These problems
present a big challenge to all the factorization-free methods.
1.3 Overview of the thesis
In the rest of this chapter, we present the notation used throughout this thesis.
In Chapter 2, we give a brief review of the currently known methods for problem
(1.1). Our focus will be on eigenvalue methods that are suitable for the problems
we are considering and for parallel implementation. In Chapter 3, we consider the
trace minimization method for the symmetric eigenvalue problem. We shall give a
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Figure 1.3 Sparsity pattern for A: TV studio.
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convergence analysis for the basic trace minimization algorithm [SW82] under the
assumption that the inner systems are solved inexactly. We will also propose more
techniques to improve the efficiency and reliability of the algorithm. In Chapter 4, we
explore the connection of the trace minimization method to the recently developed
Jacobi-Davidson method, discuss the differences between these two methods, and
propose a Davidson-type trace minimization algorithm. Implementation details of
the new algorithm in a distributed computing environment are also discussed. The
performance of the new algorithm is evaluated in Chapter 5.
1.4 Notation
Throughout the thesis, all matrices considered are real unless explicitly stated


















Figure 1.4 Sparsity pattern for A: square dielectric waveguide.
are denoted by capital Roman letters and vectors by lower case Roman letters. One
exception is the Greek letter .6.. which also denotes a matrix. The matrix transpose
is indicated by the superscript T. The eigenvalues of a matrix are denoted by Greek
letters with subscripts and are always arranged in ascending order. The norm II . lb
refers to the vector two~norm and the induced matrix norm. The norm 1I·lIe refers to
the vector norm defined by IIxllc = (XTCx)~ for a symmetric positive definite matrix
C. The vector space spanned by the columns of a matrix X is denoted by span{X}.
The matrix A in the eigenvalue problem (1.1) is sometimes assumed to be positive
definite without explanation. This does not compromise the generality of the problem
for otherwise (1.1) can be transformed to
(A + p.B)x = (A + p.)Bx,
with p, + Al > 0, that assures (A+p,B) is positive definite.
92. BACKGROUND
The eigenvalue problem has been around for more than one and a half centuries.
Numerous methods have been developed to extract part or all of the eigenvalues and
the associated eigenvectors (together they are called eigenpairs). All these methods
fall into two categories. The first category consists of methods that involve explicit
matrix transformations. Methods of this type are often called "direct methods" de-
spite the fact that every eigenvalue method contains an iterative component. Methods
in this category include the Jacobi method [Jac46], [GvL93, p.444], the QR method
[Fra61], [Wil65, ch.8], and others. The second category consists of methods that rely
only on operations like matrix vector multiplications, inner products, and vector up-
dates. Methods of this type are often called "iterative" methods. Since the problem
we are considering is large and sparse, our focus in this thesis will be on the iterative
methods.
The basic idea in the iterative methods is building a sequence of subspaces that,
in the limit, contains the desired eigenvectors. All these methods can be furtherly
divided into two classes. In the first class, the subspaces are of constant dimension
m ~ 1. This class includes single-vector methods (m = 1), and simultaneous iteration
methods (m > 1). In the second class, the subspace is expanding, and there often
exists a restarting process that limits the dimension of the subspace to a feasible size.
In this chapter, we give a brief review of some of the practical "iterative" methods




Most of the eady methods iterates on a single vector, i.e., using one-dimensional
subspaces, thus computes one eigenpair at a time. The simplest example is the power
method for computing the eigenvalue of smallest magnitude. It starts with a randomly
picked vector Xo t= 0, and generates a sequence of one-dimensional subspaces by the
recurrence
Xk+l = A-IBXk'
If Xo contains the eigencomponent we are interested in, this component will be magniw
fled at each iteration step and eventually dominates Xk. Other single vector methods
include method of steepest descent (ascent) [HK51], coordinate relaxation [FF63],
conjugate gradient [BF66], just to name a few. As pointed out by Parlett [Par80,
pp.320]:"Almost every known technique for solving linear systems yields an anal-
ogous iteration for the eigenvalue problem." A comprehensive bibliography can be
found in [8Ie761.
In single-vector methods, if several eigenpairs are desired, a deflation technique
is frequently used to extract the desired eigenpairs one by one. Deflation, however,
makes it difficult to use all the information obtained in the previous run. Hence,
single-vector methods are usually not as efficient as other methods on both serial and
parallel machines when more than one eigenpair is desired.
2.2 Simultaneous iteration methods
A more practical way to obtain several eigenpairs is to use the block analogs of
single-vector methods to obtain several eigenpairs simultaneously. The well-known
simultaneous iteration [Rut69] is a block analog of the power method; it computes
several eigenpairs simultaneously. Simultaneous iteration is originally introduced by
Bauer [Bau57] under the name treppenitemtion. It was extensively studied in late
1960s and early 1970s, and remains to be the most popular method in structural
analysis. Suppose P, 1 .$. p « n, eigenpairs corresponding to the p eigenvalues of least
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magnitudes are desired. Simultaneous iteration generates a sequence of subspaces of
dimension p by the following recurrence
(2.1)
The approximations to the desired eigenvectors are then extracted from the subspace
span{Xk+l}. Originally, the eigenvector approximations are obtained by a QR fac-
torization of Xk+1o It was later found that a Rayleigh-Ritz process on the subspace
span{Xk+l} gives more accurate approximations [CJ70], [Lev65], [RuI69], [Ste76].
Simultaneous iteration is applicable to both symmetric and nonsymmetric problems.
Many well-designed programs based on this method are known today_ These include
RITZIT [Rut70], LOPSI [SJ8I], SRRIT [Sle78], [BS97J.
For symmetric eigenvalue problems, simultaneous iteration to compute the p eigen-
values of least magnitude can be outlined as follows:
Algorithm 2.1. Simultaneous iteration.
Choose a B-orthonormal matrix VI of p columns.
For k = 1,2, ... until convergence, do
L Compute Wk = AlIk and the interaction matrix Hk = V['Wk ;
2. Compute the eigenpairs (Yk ,8d of Hk .
3. Compute the corresponding Ritz vectors X k = VkUki
4. Compute the residuals Rk = AX/.: - BXk 8 k = W/.:U/.: ~ BXk 8 k i
5. Test for convergence;
6. Solve the linear systems,
(2.2)
by an iterative method;
7. B-orthonormalize Zk+l into V1.:+I by the modified Gram-Schmidt [DGKS76]i
End for
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The downside of simultaneous iteration is that linear systems of the form Ax = b
have to be solved at each iteration step which is a big challenge for large problems.
Simply solving the linear systems inexactly often compromises global convergence.
For symmetric problems, a variant of simultaneous iteration, called trace minimiza-
tion method, was proposed by Sameh and Wisniewski [SW82] in an attempt to avoid
this difficulty. The trace minimization method computes the p algebraically small-
est eigenvalues and the associated eigenvectors by minimizing the trace tr(XT AX)
subject to X T EX = Ip over all p-dimensional subspaces. The algorithm starts with
a matrix of p columns, Xc, that satisfies XifBXo= Ip • X o is then updated and the
trace is reduced step by step, i.e.,
until all the desired eigenpairs are obtained. At each step, p saddle point problems
need to be solved independently which makes the trace minimization method natu-
rally paraIlelizable. Moreover, the trace reduction property (2.3), hence global con-
vergence, can be maintained without solving the saddle point problems exactly which
makes it very efficient as well. A more detailed discussion of the trace minimization
method will be given in Chapter 3.
Block analogs of other single-vector methods include the simultaneous Rayleigh
quotient method [LM80] and simultaneous conjugate gradient method [FD9S]. The
analyses for both methods are much more difficult than for simultaneous iteration.
The first is not parallelizable and has been shown to be not as efficient as the trace
minimization method. The second is similar to simultaneous iteration with the linear
systems being solved by the conjugate gradient method.
2.3 Lanczos type methods
The methods in the second class that utilize expanding subspaces to approximate
the eigenpairs of interest are sometimes called Lanczos-type methods because they
are all variants of the Lanczos method [LanSO]. The simple Lanczos algorithm, named
13
"minimized iteration" by Lanczos, was originally developed for standard eigenvalue
problems only, i.e" B=I. It uses a three term recurrence to compute an orthonormal
basis VI; = {vr, V2,··· I Vk} of the Krylov subspace
(2.4)
and to reduce the matrix A to a tridiagonal matrix
that satisfies
The eigenvalues of Tk are used as approximations to the eigenvalues of the original
problem. In exact arithmetic, it has been shown that the extreme eigenvalues of (1.1)
can be well approximated by the extreme eigenvalues of Tk for a relatively small k
[Kan66], (Saa80].
The simple Lanczos algorithm has many mathematically equivalent formulations.
The following is a standard formulation that, according to Paige [Pai76], is one of the
best in finite precision arithmetic
Algorithm 2.2. Lanczos Recurrence.
Choose a unit vector vI, i.e. IIvl1l2 = 1. Let Vo = 0, 131 = o.
For k = 1,2,3,· ", do
1. Vk+l = AVk - 13kVk-l;
2. O!k = VZ'+IVki
3. Vk+1 = Vk+1 - O!kVk;
4. 13k+1 = VV'{+1Vk+1;
14
5. Compute eigenpairs (Oil Yi) of n. and test for convergence;
End for
In exact arithmetic, the Lanczos process requires storing as few as two vectors and
terminates in n steps. Unfortunately, in finite precision arithmetic, loss of orthog-
onality among Lanczos vectors {VI, V2,"', Vk+l} always occurs after some number
of steps, i.e., the three-term recurrence is numerically unstable. Lack of numerical
stability caused the Lanczos method to be neglected for nearly two decades. The
mystery of loss of orthogonality was solved by Paige [Pai7!J in 1971. Paige found
that loss of orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors goes hand in hand with the
convergence of a Ritz pair. Moreover, loss of orthogonality happens in the directions
of "good" Ritz vectors. If only a couple of extreme eigenvalues are needed, the single
vector Lanczos or block Lanczos is often a good choice.
2.3.1 Practical Lanczos algorithms
Since 1971, many practical Lanczos algorithms have been developed [Und75],
[PS79], [Sim84), [CW85]. They differ from each other in the amount of reorthogo-
nalization used. A comprehensive bibliography for the Lanczos method can be found
in Cullum and Willoughby [CW85]. Among these algorithms, we mention the Lanc-
zos algorithm with selective reorthogonalization by Parlett and Scott [PS79]. This
algorithm is based on Paige's analysis. Since loss of orthogonality happens in the
direction of "goodll Ritz vectors; it is sufficient to reorthogonalize the newly com-
puted Lanczos vector against these "goodU Ritz vectors instead of all the previously
computed Lanczos vectors. This is much less costly than the complete reorthogo-
nalization. A practical scheme is developed to monitor loss of orthogonality without
computing the Ritz vectors. Once loss of orthogonality becomes obvious, which often
signals presence of a good Ritz vector, the tridiagonal matrix is diagonalized and the
Ritz vector computed. The problem with this approach is that it still requires storing
15
far more than p vectors because the number of "good" Ritz vectors is unpredictable.
A program, LANSO, based on this algorithm can be found at netlib.
2.3.2 Lanczos methods for nonsymmetric problems
If A is nonsymmetric, it usually cannot be transformed to a tridiagonal form under
orthogonal transformations. However, there always exists a real nonsingular matrix
V such that V-1AV ~ T with
T = (2.5)
Q"n-l /n-l
being a tridiagonal matrix. Let W = V-I, ;OVo = 0, f3owo = 0, it follows that
(2.6)
(2.7)
for j = 1,2,·· " n - 1. The coefficients C'ij, {3i' and Ij satisfy
This suggests an algorithm that reduce a nonsymmetric matrix to a tridiagonal
form by similarity transformations. This algorithm is known as the two-sided Lanczos
or bi-LanczQs algorithm. Starting with two arbitrarily chosen vectors VI and WI with
vi· WI = 1, we can generate the matrix Vk , Wk and Tk by the following iteration
AVj - Cl:jVj - Ij_IVj_I D. Pj,
ATWj - Cl:jWj _ {3j_lWj_I D. qj.
(2.8)
(2.9)
The restriction for choosing {lj and Ij is VJ+l . Wj+I = 1. Unfortunately, this process
can break down at step k < n if
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(1) Pk = 0 and/or qk = 0, or
(2) Pk # 0 and qk # 0, but Pk . qk = o.
Case (1) with Pk = 0 (or qk = 0) is a lucky break down since Vk (or Wk ) defines
an invariant subspace of A (or AT). Case (2) is a serious breakdown. One way
to get around this difficulty is restarting the algorithm which is often adequate for
solving linear systems. For eigenvalue problems, a look-ahead scheme [PTL85] is a
more practical choice; it provides a way to compute Vj+! and Wj+! in the presence
of near breakdown. The algorithm is much more complicated than bi-LanczQs. It
is reported to be successful for the resistive magnetohydrodynamic problem. Some
practical strategies for bi-Lanczos have been discussed in [CW86].
Both the Lanczos method and the bi-Lanczos method can be applied to the gen-
eralized eigenvalue problem. In this case, we need to either explicitly transform the
generalized eigenvalue problem to the standard eigenvalue problem
with B = LLT and x = L _TY which requires factorizing matrix B, or use B-inner
products in the Lanczos process [KaI84] which requires solving a system of the form
Bv = f at each Lanczos step. Both are not desirable for the problems we are
considering.
2.3.3 The Davidson method
The Lanczos method has a very important variant known as the Davidson method
[Dav75]. It was developed by Davidson in 1975 and has become an important research
topic in recent years. Suppose B is the identity matrix and the algebraically smallest




Algorithm 2.3. Davidson's algorithm.
Choose an initial unit vector VI, IIvlll2 = 1; Vi = {vd;
For k = 1,2,' .. until convergence, do
1. Compute the interaction matrix Hk = vtAlIk;
2. Compute the smallest eigenpair ((h, yd of H/.:j
3. Compute the corresponding Ritz vector XI.: = V}.Yki
4. Compute the residual T. = (A - O.I)x.;
5. Test for convergence;
6. Compute the new direction to be incorporated Uk+! = (D-8k I)- l rk where
D is the diagonal of A;
7. Orthonormalize [V!.:, Uk+tl into Vk+1 by the modified Gram-Schmidt;
End for
In the Lanczos method, the subspace Vk is the Krylov subspace generated by
appending a new direction AVk at each step. It can be viewed as appending the
gradient of the Rayleigh quotient with respect to vector Vk
() vfAv.P Vk = T '
V/.:Vk
to the subspace. In [Dav75], Davidson proposed to append a new direction 0, that is
orthogonal to the desired Ritz vector x obtained in the previous step and minimizing
the Rayleigh quotient
( 0) _ (x + O)TA(x + 0)px+ - (x+ O)T(x +0) ,
to the subspace Vk at step k. This results in the modified Newton Ralphson equation
(A - OI)-lx
x + 0 '" xT(A _ eI)x'
where () is the Ritz value associated with the Ritz vector x, i.e., 8 = (xTAx)j(xTx).
Since it is difficult to solve linear systems with coefficient matrix A - 8J, Davidson
furtherly suggested that A be approximated with its diagonal D and the vector
(A - OI)-l(Ax - Ox),
18
be used as the new direction. This choice is explained as the Gauss-Seidel approxi-
mation to the Newton-Ralphson equation (2.10).
Davidson's method was introduced as a practical method for standard eigenvalue
problems in quantum chemistry applications where the matrices involved arc diago-
nally dominant. It is not a mathematically rigorous method like that of Lanczos. Con-
vergence of the restarted Davidson's method was not known until recently [CPS94]
under certain assumptions. The ideas in the Davidson method, however, have in-
fluenced many researchers. In the past two decades, Davidson's method has gone
through a series of significant improvements. The first improvement of the Davidson
method came from Liu [Liu78], in which the algorithm is modified to target more
than one eigenpair at a time. In the literature, Davidson's method is often referred to
as the Davidson-Liu method. Another important observation on Davidson's method
was made by Morgan and Scott [MS86]. In their paper, the diagonal part of A was
interpreted as a preconditioner of A that enlarges the gap ratio [PargS] of the desired
eigenvalue. They suggested the use of
(A - OI)-l(Ax - Ox), (2.11)
as the new direction, where A is an approximation of A. This interpretation and
suggestion led to many novel algorithms [Saa92], [SSF95], [Wu97] and pioneered the
concept of "preconditioning" for eigenvalue problems. The concept of "precondition-
ing" for eigenvalue problems, however, is different from that for linear systems. For
a linear system Ax = b, the best preconditioner is A itself. In (2.11), if we take
A = A, the computed "new" direction will be x and there will be no new direction
added to the previous subspace and the algorithm will stagnate. Many experimental
studies have been done with little success. A recent development in this direction is
the Jacobi-Davidson method [SvdV96], [SBFvdV96], [FSvdV96] which is designed for
both symmetric and nonsymmetric generalized problems and avoids some pitfalls in
the Davidson method. In the Jacobi-Davidson method, for the generalized problem
19
(1.1), the new direction is obtained by solving the indefinite system
approximately. The new direction is required to be B-orthogonal to the Ritz vector
X, an idea originated by Jacobi [Jac46], mentioned by Davidson [Dav75], and used in
[SW82]. For symmetric eigenvalue problems, the Jacobi-Davidson method is similar
to the trace minimization method. The block version of the Jacobi-Davidson method
is also naturally parallelizable and does not require exact solution of any linear system.
A more detailed discussion of the Jacobi-Davidson method will be given in Chapter 4.
2.4 Arnoldi-type methods
The Arnoldi method [Arn5!] is one of the most practical methods for the nonsym-
metric eigenvalue problem; it uses the Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin projection procedure to
extract approximate eigenvectors of a nonsymmetric matrix A from the Krylov sub-
space ICk (Vt, A) (defined in (2.4)). During the Arnoldi process, an orthogonal basis Vi:
of the Krylov subspace is generated in a progressive way which reduces matrix A to
an upper Hessenberg form, Le., VkH AVk = Hk • As usual, the desired eigenvalues of A
are approximated by the eigenvalues of H k . In practice, the orthogonal basis is often
computed by the modified Gram-Schmidt [DGKS76]. As in the Lanczos method for
symmetric eigenvalue problems, Arnoldi method converges to the outmost part of the
spectrum first [Jia95]. For large k, several approximated eigenvalues can be obtained
with different accuracy.
As an example, the following algorithm can be used to compute the dominant
elgenpalf.
Algorithm 2.4. The simple Arnoldi algorithm.
Choose a sufficiently large m and a unit vector VI.
For j = l,2,···,m, do
1. Vj+l = AVj;
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2. Fori= 1 toj, do
3. h ij = (Vj+l,Vi);
5. vi+l = vj+,fllvj+db
Compute the dominant eigenvalue of Hm and the associated Ritz pair.
This simple Arnoldi algorithm is not adequate from the practical point of view.
We don't know how large the size of the Krylov subspace m should be. Moreover,
storage consideration prevents us from choosing large m. Restarting or truncating the
Arnoldi process is unavoidable for large problems. Both strategies have been discussed
by Saad [SaaBO]. Arnoldi method with restarting seems to be more promising than
Arnoldi method with incomplete orthogonalization.
If several eigenpairs are desired, it becomes difficult to choose a single restart
vector. Suppose (Xi, fh), 1 S i:::; p, are Ritz pairs obtained from the previous cycle
that approximate the desired eigenpairs. Simply choosing one of the Ritz vectors as
the restart vector may cause loss of accuracy in other Ritz vectors in the next round.
Saad [Saa80] suggested using a weighted combination of the real part of the Ritz
vectors as the restarting vector, Le., using
p
a'Vl = L II (A - B;I)x;1I2x;,
i=l
as the restarting vector, where a is a normalizing factor. The reason for this choice
is to balance the accuracy in the desired Ritz vectors while avoiding complex arith-
metic. In [Sor92], Sorensen found an elegant way to compute the optimal combination
which guarantees that, in the next round, the generated Krylov subspace ICm has the
following property [Mor96];
for any i such that 1.$ i.$ p. Hence, the accuracy in all the p desired Ritz vectors are
guaranteed to be improved in the next round. A third way to get around the difficulty
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is to use block Arnoldi, i.e, restart with all the previous computed Ritz vectors. This
option has been probed by Sadkane [Sad93]. Another alternative is to compute one
eigenvector at a time by deflation [Saa89]. Arnoldi method is often accelerated by
Chebyshev polynomials [8aa84], [CR90], [Cba93], [8ad93].
For the generalized eigenvalue problem, Arnoldi's method also requires solving
linear systems with coefficient matrix B at each step. This limits its applications to
small or structured problems where B can be factorized.
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3. THE TRACE MINIMIZATION METHOD
In this chapter, we give a detailed account of the trace minimization method
proposed in [SW82]. We analyze the method under practical situations, give a con-
vergence analysis under the assumption that the saddle point problems are solved
inexactly. We will also introduce a preconditioning technique for the saddle point
problems involved and present more efficient shifting strategies. From now on, we
assume that both A and B in (1.1) are symmetric.
3.1 The basic algorithm
In 1982, Sameh and Wisniewski proposed what they called the "trace minimization
algorithmll for the generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem (1.1); it computes the
p, 1<p« n, algebraically smallest eigenpairs of (1.1) simultaneously. This algorithm
is based on the following well-known theorem:
Theorem 3.1 [BB65] Let A and B he as given in problem (I.I), and X· be the set of
all n x p matrices X for which X T EX = Ip , 1-::; P ::; n. Then
p
min tr(XT AX) = :L .\;. (3.1)
Xex' i=l
where )11 ::; A2 .::; ... ::; An are the eigenvalues of problem (1.1). The equality holds
if and only if the columns of the matrix X I which achieves the minimum, span the
eigenspace corresponding to the smallest p eigenvalues.
Most of the early methods that compute a few of the smallest eigenvalues are
devised by reducing the trace of X T AX subject to X T EX = I p step by step. A simple
example is simultaneous iteration for positive definite A in which the approximation
X k to the eigenspace corresponding to the p smallest eigenvalues is updated by
(3.2)
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If we denote EF-1 by ElF for matrices E and F, it can be shown that
(X[+lAXk+l) (XlAX,)iT T < iT T .X k +lBXk +1 - X k EXk
To prove (3.2), we first recall the KantoroviC's inequality [Kan48] and the Courant-
Fischer theorem [LT85, p.303J:
Theorem 3.2 Let A be a symmetric positive definite matrix. Then, for any vector
x # 0,
xT A-IX xT X xT Ax xT A2x
... < < <--< < ...
- xT A 2X - xT A IX - xTx - xTAx -
More generally, for any integers i, j, k, l satisfying k + l = i + j and max{i,j} ~
max{k,l}, we have
Proof The first part is the well-known KantoroviC's inequality. We prove the
second part. Assume without loss of generality that i 2:: j, k ;;:: l, then we have
i 2 k 2 I 2 j. It follows that
o
xT Akx xTAI.:-IX
x T Ak IX . xTAk 2X
xT Aix xT Ai-Ix
<







Theorem 3.3 (Courant-Fischer) If A and B are real symmetric matrices with E being
positive definite, then
xTAx
>'i(A, E) = min max --, 1::; i :S n,
dim(V)=i O;t'xEV xT Ex
and the vector which achieves the minimum is the corresponding eigenvector, where
>'i(A, E) denotes the ith eigenvalue of (1.1) arranged in ascending order.
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The inequality (3.2) follows directly from the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4 Let A and B be two n x n symmetric positive definite matrices, and X
be an n x p, p ::; n, matrix of full rank. Then, for Y = A-IEX 1 we have
( yTAY) (X
T
AX)Ai yTBY ~ Ai XTBX .



















Inequality (3.2) shows that, for positive definite A, simultaneous iteration com-
putes the smallest eigenvalues by minimizing the trace of (XT AX)!(XTBX) over
some p-dimensional subspaces.
In [SW821, simultaneous iteration was derived in a way that the trace minimization
property is explicitly explored. At each step, the previous approximation X kl which
satisfies XlBXk = Ip and xlAXk = 8 kl is corrected with !:J.k that is obtained by
minimizing tr(X, - Ll,) TA(X, - Ll,) subject to X[ BLl, = O. (3.3)
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where 8 k is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements being arranged in ascending
order.
Remark. The columns of XI; are usually called Ritz vectors and the diagonal
elements of 8 k are called Ritz values. The following notation will be used in the
subsequent chapters
We will refer to (Xk,i, fh,i) as a Ritz pair.
By the definition of ~k, we know that the matrix Zk+l = XI.: - I:1k always satisfies
(3.4)
The B~orthogonalityof .6./,: to X k ensures that
(3.5)
(3.4) together with (3.5) guarantees that
(3.6)
for any B-orthonormal basis Xk+I of the subspace span{Zk+l}' The equality holds
only when !::J. k = 0, i.e., X k spans an eigenspace of (1.1), which is a happy exception.
Using Lagrange multiplier, the solution of the minimization problem (3.3) can be
obtained by solving the saddle point problem
[ : BX'] [fl.' ] [AXk ] ,XkB 0 L k 0 (3.7)
where 2Lk represents the Lagrange multipliers. In (SW82], (3.7) is furtherly reformu-
lated to the following semidefinite system
(PAP)fl.k = PAXk, X'[Bfl.k = 0, (3.8)
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with P = I -BXk(XlB2Xk)-l XlE, and solved by the conjugate gradient method
[HS52]. In the CG process, if zero is chosen as the initial iterate, the linear constraint
XI.:T B6.rl = 0 will be automatically maintained for any intermediate 6.~). This results
in the following basic trace minimization algorithm:
Algorithm 3.1. Simple trace minimization algorithm.
Choose an n x p matrix VI such that VrBVi = Ip •
For k = 1, 2, ... until convergence, do
1. Compute Wk = AVA: and the interaction matrix H k = l1'Wk i
2. Compute the eigenpairs (Uk. 8 k) of Hk. The Ritz values on the diagonals
of Sk are arranged in ascending order;
3. Compute the corresponding Ritz vectors XI.: = 'VkUki
4. Compute the residuals Rk = AXk - BXk 8 k = WkUk - BXkSk ,
5. Test for convergence;
6. Solve the semidefinite linear systems in (3.8) with CGj
7. B-orthonormalize X k - j'j.k into Vk+l by the modified Gram-Schmidtj
End for
From now on, we will refer to the linear systems in (3.8) as the inner systems and
the iteration on k as the outer iteration. It is easy to see that the exact solution of
the inner system (3.7) (and equivalently (3.8)) is
(3.9)
thus the subspace spanned by Xk-j'j.k is the same subspace spanned by A-1BXk. In
other words, if the inner systems in (3.8) are solved exactly at each iteration step,




If the inner systems in (3.8) are solved exactly at each iteration step, global
convergence of the basic trace minimization algorithm follows exactly from that of
simultaneous iteration.
Theorem 3.5 ([Rut70], [Parg8], [SW82]) Let A and B be symmetric positive definite
and assume that the eigenvalues of (1.1) satisfy 0 < )'1 ~ ).2 ::; ... ::; Ap < Ap+l ~
. .. ::; An. Let also the initial iterate X o, an n X p matrix, be chosen such that
it has linearly independent columns and it is not deficient in any eigen-component
associated with the p smallest eigenvalues. Then the ith column of X k , denoted by
Xk,i, converges to the eigenvector Xi corresponding to Ai for i = 1,2, ... , p with an
asymptotic rate of convergence bounded by Ad"'pH- More specifically, at each step,
the error
it = (X!.:,i - Xi)TA(Xk,l - Xi),
is reduced asymptotically by a factor of (AdAp+l?'
(3.10)
It is obvious that the larger the eigenvalue Ap+l, the faster the algorithm converges.
If p eigenpairs are desired and Ap+1 is not substantially larger than the p smallest
eigenvalues, a block size s ;::: p is often preferred. From now on, we assume that
a block size s ;::: p is used and AS+l > As. Consequently, the asymptotic rate of
convergence for the ith column of X k becomes AdAS +1'
The only difference between the trace minimization algorithm and simultaneous
iteration is in step (6). The performance of both algorithm is comparable. In the trace
minimization algorithm, the additional cost in performing the projection P at each
CG step (once rather than twice) is usually compensated by the improved condition
of PAP over A as being shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6 Let A and P be defined as in (1.1) and (3.8) with X being an n x s
matrix, and let Vi, Jlil 1 ~ i .s: n be the eigenvalues of A and PAP arranged in
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ascending order, respectively. Then, we have
a= ILl = J.L2 = .. , = Its < //1 ::; Il-s+l .$ }.ts+2 ::; •.• ::; f.tn ::; Vn ·
Proof The proof is straight-froward from Theorem 3.3, hence omitted. 0
As an example, let us consider a "toyn problem of order 100 defined by
A = diag(l x 0.1, 2 x 0.2, 3 x 0.3,
B = diag(O.l, 0.2, 0.3, 10.0),
100 x 10.0), (3.11)
and compute 4 smallest eigenpairs with subspaces of size 5, i.e., p = 4, S = 5, n = 100.
We implement both the trace minimization algorithm and simultaneous iteration
with MATLAB on a SUN SPARe station 5. The initial guess is generated by the
MATLAB function RAND. The state of the random number generator is set to O. For
both algorithms, the inner systems are solved to machine precision by the conjugate
gradient method, and a Ritz pair (xi,8i ) is accepted as an eigenpair when
Table 3.1 shows the numbers of outer iterations and the numbers of matrix vector
multiplications with A required for both algorithms. We see that the trace mini-
mization algorithm requires fewer matrix vector multiplications than simultaneous
iteration.
Table 3.1 The basic trace minimization algorithm versus simultaneous iteration.
Methods Outer iteration steps A mults
Simult 59 19961
Tracemin 59 13214
In computing practice, however, the inner systems (2.2) and (3.8) are always
solved approximately, particularly for large problems. There are two reasons for this.
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Table 3.2 The basic trace minimization algorithm versus simultaneous iteration.
10-4 10-2 0.5 Dynamic
Methods Steps A Steps A Steps A Steps A
Simult x x x x
Tracmn 59 6638 59 4263 77 4030 66 4479
On one hand, the error (3.10) in the ith column of X k is reduced asymptotically
by a factor of (AdAs+d2 at each iteration step. Hence l we should not expect more
accuracy in the Ritz vector even if the inner systems are solved to machine precision.
On the other hand, it is often too expensive to solve the inner systems to high order
accuracy by an iterative method. This is also reflected in Table 3.1 where the number
of matrix vector multiplications is way too large for a problem of size 100. Numerical
experiments have shown that the behavior of simultaneous iteration is unpredictable
if the inner system (2.2) is solved inexactly. On the contrary, the convergence of
the trace minimization algorithm is almost independent of how accurately the inner
systems are solved. Table 3.2 shows the test results for the eigenvalue problem (3.11)
where the inner systems are solved such that the residuals are reduced by a specified
factor (x indicates stagnation or divergence.) In simultaneous iteration, the inner
systems usually have to be solved such that the residuals are less than the specified
error tolerance for the acceptance test, otherwise the algorithm stagnates at a certain
stage. In the following, we shall give a convergence proof of the trace minimization
algorithm under the assumption that the inner systems in (3.8) are solved inexactly.
We assume that the inner systems in (3.8) are solved approximately by a CG pro-
cess with zerO as the initial iterate, such that the columns of the computed correction
matrix ~f always satisfy
(3.12)
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for a fixed 0, 0<0 < 1, where Tk,i is the ith column of the residual matrix R k =
AXk - BXk 8 k - Here, we denote the approximate solution by .6.k to distinguish it
from the exact solution I::1k . This assumption is reasonable because the exact solution
(3.9) of the inner systems in (3.8) always satisfies
(3.13)
(3.13) follows from the optimality property of the Rayleigh-Ritz process. If we
denote by Sk the s x s matrix (X'[BA-1BXk)-1, it is straightforward to see that
X[AB- I AX. - S,G. - G.S. + S.S.,
RIB-IR. + (G, - S.)',
> RrB-1Rk .
Now, we begin the proof with two lemmas. We first show that, at each iteration
step, the columns of X/.:-.6.£ are linearly independent. Hence, the sequence {Xdr in
the trace minimization algorithm is well-defined. In Lemma 3.2, we show that, in the
CG process for the inner system (3.8), the trace (Xk - .6.i'))TA(Xk - .6.~») decreases
monotonically. This assures that, no matter how prematurely the CG process is
terminated, the trace xlAXk always forms a decreasing sequence bounded from
below by 2::i=1 Ai· In the following, .6.k represents the approximate solution of (3.8)
obtained by terminating the conjugate gradient process such that condition (3.12) is
satisfied.
Lemma 3.1 For each k = 0,1,2,·· ., Zk+l = X k - .6.f is of full rank.
Proof. Since .6.t is an intermediate approximation obtained from the CG process,
there exists a polynomial pet) such that
l::.' = p(PAP)(PAX.),
where P is the projector in (3.8). As a consequence, .6.t is B-orthogonal to X k , i.e.,
X'{B.6. k = O. Thus the matrix Z[+lBZk+l = Is + .6.ZT A.6.k is nonsingular, and Zk+l
is of full rank. 0
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Theorem 3.7 [Axe94, p.465] Let M be a symmetric positive definite matrix. Let Xo
be an arbitrary vector. Let Xk be the approximate solution for the linear system
Mx = b obtained by the conjugate gradient method at step k (k = 0,1,"') and
ek = Xk - M-1b be the corresponding error vector. Then,
and
Consequently, we have
It can be shown that Theorem 3.7 also holds for symmetric positive semidefinite
system M x = b if the right hand side b is orthogonal to the null space of M.
Lemma 3.2 If the inner system (3.8) is solved by the conjugate gradient method with
zero as the initial iterate, the trace tr[(Xk- ~il)yA(Xk- .6..il »)] decreases monoton-
ically with respect to conjugate gradient step l.
Proof The exact solution of the inner system (3.8) is
which satisfies Pn.k = n.k. As a matter of fact, at each CG step, the intermediate
n.r) always satisfies Pn.~) = .6.t). It follows immediately that
(L'>~) - L'>.lA(L'>~) - L'>.)
(X. - L'>~)lA(X. - L'>~)l - (X[BA-1BX.)-1
For each i, 1::; i::; S, the CG process for the ith column of X k minimizes the PAP-
norm of the error ei1?i = ot~ - ~k,i on the expanding Krylov subspace; thus (ot~ -
Ih,ilTP AP(oi'}-O.,il decreases monotonically. So does tT [(X. - L'>~))TA(X. - L'>~)l].
o
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Theorem 3.8 Let X k , .6..kl and Zk be defined as in Lemma 3.1. Then limk--+oo L\k = O.
Proof By the definition of .6.L we have
Consider the spectral decomposition of ZlBZk
where Uk is orthogonal and D~ = diag(d~k),d~k)'···ld~k»). It is easy to see that
d;k) ~ 1 + "iCTk) 2: 1.
By the definition of Xk+l, there exists an orthogonal matrix Vk such that
Denote by ZJk) the diagonals of the matrix rf{Z[AZkUk . It follows that
tT (X[+lAXk+l) tT (D;;' (u[Z[AZkUk)D;;') ,
Ikl Ik) (k)
Zl Z2 Zsd~k) + d~k) + + d~k)'
< zfk) + Z~k) + Z~k) 1
tT (ZrAZk) ,
< tT (XIAXk ) I
which implies that
Since the sequence is bounded from below by Eid Ai, it converges to a positive
number t ~ Ei=l Ai. Moreover, the sequence
Z{k) Z(k) Z{k)
1 + 2 + + S k = 1,2, ...dik ) d~k) . . . d~k)'
and
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also converge to t. Therefore,
Observing that
we have
From Theorem 3.8 and the assumption (3.12), we conclude that limk-too Rk = 0,
which means that span{Xk } converges to an invariant subspace of (1.1). This proves
the following theorem:
Theorem 3.9 If the conjugate gradient process for the inner system (3.8) is terminated
such that the computed ..6.k satisfies
IIA0k,.IIB-' ::> 6I1rk,.lIn-" i = 1,2,"', S (3.14)
for some r5 > 0, then columns of X k converge to s eigenvectors of the problem (1.1).
Here, Ok,i and Tk,i, 1 :$. i :::; 5, are columns of the correction matrix .6.;; and the residual
matrix Rk = AXk - BXk 8 k , respectively.
3.3 Randomization
Condition (3.14) in Theorem 3.9 is not essential because the constant 0 can be arbi-
trarily small. The only deficiency in Theorem 3.9 is that it does not establish ordered
convergence in the sense that the ith column of X k converges to the ith eigenvector of
the problem. This is called un.stable convergence by Rutishauser and misconvergence
by other authors [Wu97J. In computing practice, roundoff errors usually turn unsta-
ble convergence into delayed stable convergence. In [Rut70], Rutishauser introduced
a randomization technique to prevent unstable convergence in simultaneous iteration;
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it can be incorporated into the trace minimization algorithm as well: After step (6) of
the algorithm, we append a random vector to X k and perform the Ritz process (1)-(2)
on the augmented subspace 0/ dimension s+1. The extra Ritz pair is discarded after
step (2) .
As a direct consequence of the Courant-Fischer theorem, randomization slightly
improves the convergence of the first s Ritz pairs [Rut69]. OUf experience indicates
that the improvement is usually not worth the cost. Hence, it should be used only in
the first few steps and when a Ritz value starts stagnating.
3.4 Terminating the conjugate gradient processes
The asymptotic rate of convergence of the trace minimization algorithm will be
affected by the premature termination of the CG process. Table 3.2 shows how dif-
ferently the trace minimization algorithm behaves when the inner systems are solved
inexactly. It is usually difficult to choose an efficient error reduction factor (see below)
a priori. In [SW82], a dynamic stopping strategy was developed to avoid performing
excessive CG iterations while maintaining the asymptotic rate of convergence.
Denote by 0111the approximate solution at the lth step of the CG process for the
,
ith column of X k1 and Ok,i the exact solution. This heuristic stopping strategy can be
outlined as follows:
1. From Theorem 3.5, it is reasonable to terminated the CG process for the
ith column of X k when the error
(ll _ [{Ii T (II ] J
",i - (6.,i - 6.,.) A(6.,i - 6.,.) ,
is reduced by a factor of Ti = AdA*l, called error reduction factor.
2. The quantity Er~ can be estimated by,
which is readily available from the CG process.
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3. The error reduction factor Ii, 1~i ~ 5, can be estimated by Tk,i=8k,i/fh.,s+l-
Since (h,S+1 is not available, it is replaced by 8"~1,s and is fixed after a few
steps.
This strategy has worked well in practice. The last column of Table 3.2 shows
that, for the eigenvalue problem (3.11), it almost achieved the best result a static
stopping strategy can possibly achieve.
3.5 Terminating the algorithm
Each Ritz value Bk,i approaches its target eigenvalue Ai monotonically from above.
We know in theory that the eigenvalues converge faster than the associated eigenvec-
tors. Hence, we perform convergence test for the eigenvalues first. The eigenvectors
are tested only after the corresponding eigenvalues have been accepted. Eigenvalues
are tested and accepted in ascending order, i.e., (h,i is tested only after ()k,;, 1::; j $ i-I
have already been accepted.
A commonly used criterion for accepting a Ritz value fh,i is stagnation, i.e., an
Ritz value is accepted when its relative decrement in successive steps is less than a
user supplied tolerance T. A more rigorous criterion is
(3.15)
which guarantees that the error in Bk,i is less than T [PargS, p.357] as shown in the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.10 [PargS, p.357] For an arbitrary nonzero vector u and scalar u, there is
an eigenvalue>.. of (1.1) such that
In computing practice, however, the first criterion tends to accept Ritz values
prematurely, particularly in algorithms that involve inner iterations. On the contrary,





needed. In finite precision arithmetic, roundoff error often makes it impossible to
reduce the residuals to machine precision. Relative errors are usually used in the
acceptance test. The following are some of the widely used criteria




IIAII, + 10",IIIBII, < T.
As we will see in Chapter 5, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to choose a stopping
criterion that works for all problems. In our implementation, an eigenvalue is accepted
when either of the above conditions is satisfied.
The acceptance test for eigenvectors is more difficult than for eigenvalues because
of the lack of readily computed error bounds. A sophisticated and effective strategy
has been given by Rutishauser in [Rut69].
3.6 Computing the B-1-norm of the residuals
The acceptance test for eigenvalues requires the B-1-norm of the residual vector
rk,i = Ax!.:,! - fh,iBx!.:,i, 1::; i::; s. If B is not the identity matrix, the residual norm
IIrk,iIIB-l is not readily computable. In [SW82], the B-l-norm is replaced by the
two-norm to avoid solving linear systems involving B. In computing practice, this
approach is usually adequate for obtaining accurate eigenvalues. If B is extremely
ill-conditioned, the following approach may be used to estimate IIr!.:,iI!B-1.
In Algorithm 3.1, the residual matrix is defined by Rk+l = AX!.:+l - BXk+l8k+l
in which (Xk+l,8k+l) is the current Ritz approximation to the desired eigenpairs.
We known from §3.2 that
for an s x s matrix C. It follows that c;:::::: XlAXkH ; thus we have
R[+lB-1Rk+l (AXkH-BXk+18k)B-l(AXk+l-BX!.:H8k),
'" (AX'+l - BX'+l8'+lf(X,(X[AX'+l) - X H18 H1). (3.19)
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There are other formulations for IIRk+lIl B -I, (3.19) is one that is numerically stable.
For each Ritz pair (Xk,1' (1,;.,i), the corresponding residual IITk,iIlB-l is the ith diagonal
element of the above matrix. This approach requires saving the previous approxima-
tion X k .
3.7 Preconditioning
If matrix A is ill-conditioned, matrix PAP tends to be ill-conditioned as well. In
this case, the linear system (3.8) has to be preconditioned. Since (3.8) is equivalent
to the saddle point problem (3.7), we can precondition (3.7) instead. There are many
ways to precondition a saddle point problem [BP88], [EG94], [BWY90], [RW92],
[SW94], [TS98]. Usually, botb A and the Schur complement X{BA-1BX. have to
be preconditioned. The saddle point problem (3.7), however, is special because of
p ~ s «n. We will see later in this section that preconditioning A is sufficient in
our case.
Suppose A := car is a symmetric positive definite preconditioner of A (for exam-
ple, A is an incomplete Cholesky factorization of A). The saddle point problem (3.7)
can be written to
which is equivalent to
[ _~ _EX.] [ii. ] [ AX. ],X. B 0 L. 0
with





with P=I-irxk (5({B2Xk)-l XlB. Theorem 3.6 shows that the effective condition
number of P.iil' is less than or equal to that of A. Hence, a good preconditioner for
A guarantees a small effective condition number for PAP.
If (3.22) is solved by the conjugate gradient method, then as in Lemma 3.2, the
intermediate ..&~) satisfies
-T - - (1)X k B!:1k 0,
tr[(X. - ",r)fA(X. - ",r»)] < tr[(X. - ",r-1)fA(X. - "'r-1»)].
This implies that
X[BD.k/) 0,
tr[(X. - Llr)fA(X. - Llr»)] < tr[(X. - Llr-1)fA(X. - Llr-1»)],
i.e., in the CG process for the preconditioned system (3.22), the linear constraint and
the trace reduction property still hold for the intermediate .6..il ).
If C is explicitly known and very sparse, we can orthonormalize a-IBXk to Qk
with the modified Gram-Schmidt and write (3.22) to
(3.23)
Note that (I - QkQf)Lii
'
) = ..&il ) holds for any intermediate Ar>; thus only one
projection with (1 - QkQI) is actually needed at each CG step.
If the preconditioner A is not given in a factorized form, we can reformulate (3.22)
to
with Wk=BXk(X'[BA-IBXk)-IX'[BA-I. Since p is small, Wk can be preprocessed
to the form QkQfA-I. With this approach, for each column of X k, the cost of matrix
vector multiplication at each CG step is 28 dot products, 28 daxpies, and 1 matrix
vector multiplication with A and two matrix vector multiplications with A-I (solving
two linear systems involving A).
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3.8 Acceleration techniques
The stopping strategy discussed in §3A effectively reduces the work at each itera-
tion step. The algorithm requires, however, about the same number of outer iteration
steps as simultaneous iteration. For problems in which the desired eigenvalues are
poorly separated from the remaining part of the spectrum, the algorithm converges
too slowly. One way to accelerates the trace minimization algorithm is to use a
relatively large block size s ~ p such that
i=l,2,···,p,
are small. This approach can be very effective but has its limitations. A more
practical way is to introduce shifts into the algorithm. Actually, the formulation of
the trace minimization algorithm makes it easier to incorporate shifts. For example, if
eigenpairs (Xi, (Ji), 1 ::; i ::; io, have been accepted, (Jio can be used as a shift parameter
for computing subsequent eigenpairs. Due to the deflation effect, the linear systems
[P(A-BiOB)PJOk,i = PAXk,i. XTBok,;=O, io+1~i~s,
are consistent and can be solved by the conjugate gradient method. Moreover, the
trace reduction property still holds. The first column of Table 3.3 shows the result of
the trace minimization with such a conservative shifting strategy, which we call safe
shift. The performance is obviously improved over that of the basic algorithm_ In the
following, we introduce two more efficient shifting techniques that furtherly improve
the performance of the trace minimization algorithm.
3.8.1 Single Shift
We know from §3.2 that the global convergence of the trace minimization algo-
rithm follows from the monotonic reduction of the trace, which in turn depends on the
positive definiteness of A. A simple and robust shifting strategy would be finding a a
close to)'1 from below and replace A with A - aB in step (6) of the algorithm. After
the first eigenvector is converged, find a a close to '\2 from below and continue until
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all the desired eigenvectors are obtained. If both A and B are explicitly available, it
is not hard to find a a satisfying a ::; >'1' The Gerschgorin circle theorem [Ger3l], for
example, provides reliable bounds on the spectrum of (1.1). These bounds, however,
are usually two loose to be useful.
In the trace minimization algorithm, the subspace spanned by X k converges to
the invariant subspace ~ corresponding to the s smallest eigenvalues. If the subspace
spanned by X k is close enough to Vs, a reasonable bound for the smallest eigenvalue
can be obtained. More specifically, let Q be a B-orthogonal matrix obtained by
appending n- s columns to Xk , i.e., Q = (Xk, Yk) and QTEQ = In. Then problem
(1.1) is reduced to the standard eigenvalue problem
(QTAQ)u = AU.
Since
T [8. X{AY" ] [ 8. C{ ]Q AQ= = ,
Y[AX. Y[AY" C. v;rAY"
by the Courant-Fischer theorem, we have




> min{O.,,, A,(Y!AYd} -IIC.1I2.
(3.24)
(3.25)
Similar to [Parg8, p.241], it is easy to derive liCk/I, = IIR.IIB-' , in which R. =




In particular, if (3.26) holds for the orthonormal complement of Xk,l, we have
(3.28)
This heuristic bound for the smallest eigenvalue suggests the following shifting
strategy (we denote ).0 = -00):
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If the first io, i o~O, eigenpairs have converged, use a=max{"'\iOl 8k ,io+1 -
IITk,io+lIlB-l} as the shift parameter. If Bk,io+l is clustered, replace Tk,io+1
with the residual matrix corresponding to the cluster containing 8/;,10+1'
Table 3.3 The trace minimization algorithm with various shifting strategies.
Safe shift Single shift Multiple shifts
Steps A Steps A Steps A
46 4153 22 3619 18 3140
3.8.2 Multiple Shifts
In [SW82], the trace minimization algorithm is accelerated with a dynamic mul-
tiple shifting strategy. At the beginning of the algorithm, a single shift is used for
all the columns of X k . As the algorithm proceeds, multiple shifts are introduced
dynamically.
The choice of the shift parameters is motivated by Theorem 3.10. The idea is
that, for the ith Ritz vector Xk 1, find a ak i < Ai as the shift parameter for Xk i. Since
" .
Ai is unknown1 ak,i is chosen to be the largest Ritz value Ok,l such that
(3.29)
It is obviously that this shifting strategy, called robust Ritz shifting, leads to linear
convergence for each column of X k with an improved asymptotic rate bounded by
(Ai - A1-d/(As+l - Ai-l) for the ith Ritz vector. The advantage of this approach is
that a shift parameter may be shared by several columns of X k , particularly at the
beginning of the algorithm. If preconditioning is required for the inner systems, this
saves some preprocessing cost. The disadvantage is that the bound on the asymptotic
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rate of convergence limits the benefit of shifting. A more aggressive strategy, proposed
in [SSF9S] for the generalized Davidson method, uses
(3.30)
as the shift parameter for the ith column of X k . This is called biased shifting in [Wu97].
It can be shown that, with biased shifts, each Ritz vector converges quadratically. An
even better asymptotic rate of convergence can be achieved by using the Ritz value (h,i
as the shift parameter for updating Xk,i' This is called Ritz shifting. The Ritz shifting
strategy, according to the theory of Rayleigh Quotient Iteration (RQI) [Par801, leads
to cubic convergence. The Ritz shifting, however, compromises global convergence
of the algorithm. Miscollvergence happens frequently if the Ritz shifting strategy is
used from the very beginning of the algorithm. This problem has been discussed
and handled in [SW82], where the algorithm starts with the robust Ritz shifting and
switches to the Ritz shifting according to a heuristic. In the following, we describe
yet another shifting strategy that starts with one biased shift, and switches to the
robust Ritz shifts and the Ritz shifts dynamically as the algorithm proceeds.
At step k of the outer iteration, the shift parameters fh,i,I:O:;i:O:;s, are determined
by the following rules (We denote "\0=-00 and drop the subscript k for simplicity):
1. If the first i o, i o;::: 0, eigenvalues have converged, choose
ifOio+l < 8io+ 2-lI r io+2I1B-I,
Otherwise.
2. For any other column j, io+l <j $.p, choose the largest 8/ such that
as the shift parameter (Jj_ If no such 8/ exists, use Oio+l instead.
3. Choose (Ji = fh if 8i - 1 has been used as the shift parameter for column
i-I and 8i < 8i+1 - lITi+lIlB-l.
4. Use (Jio+l as the shift parameters for other columns if any.
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This shifting strategy turns out to be very efficient and robust. Table 3.3 shows
the results for the shifting strategies discussed in this section. Note that we did not
take advantage of the fact that A is positive definite and zero is a good default shift
parameter. We see that both the number of outer iteration steps and the number of
matrix vector multiplications with A are reduced considerably by the multiple shifting
strategy. The number of matrix vector multiplications with B is not shown in the
table because it is almost the same as that with A.
3.8.3 Solving the inner systems
With multiple shifts, the inner systems in (3.7) become
or equivalently
(3.31)
[P(A - O""iB)PjO", = PAx"" X'[Bo", = 0, 1 ~ i ~ s. (3.32)
with P = I -BX,(X'[B'X,)-lX'[B. Clearly, the linear systems in (3.32) may he
indefinite, and the CG processes may become numerically unstable and even break
down. A simple way to get around this problem is terminating the CG process when
a near breakdown (0: » 1) or divergence is detected. An alternative way is us-
ing numerically stahle methods such as SYMMLQ and MINRES [PS75) in ohtaining
approximate solutions of the inner systems. In [SW82], the CG process is also ter-
minated when the error (xZ} - Ok,i)T(A - ak,iB)(xZ~ - i5k,i)' which is supposed to
decrease monotonically, increases by a small factor. This helps maintain global con-
vergence that is not preserved at the presence of shifts. As we will see in Chapter 5,
the conjugate gradient method works just fine for the inner systems even though the
coefficient matrices are indefinite.
Because of the deflation effect (see §4.3), the inner system (3.32) is usually not
ill-conditioned unless the eigenvalue problem itself is ill-conditioned, i.e., the gap
ratios (A,*l - Ai)/(An - Ai), 1 :s i :s p, are small. In this case, the preconditioning
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technique discussed in §3.7 can be applied. Since it is usually difficult and expensive
to construct a symmetric positive definite preconditioner for a symmetric indefinite
matrix, we suggest that a fixed preconditioner be used for all the matrices A - Uk,iB.
At the presence of shifts, the asymptotic error reduction factor for the ith Ritz
vector becomes (Ai - Ch,i)/()"a+l - Uk,i). As a consequence, the CG process is now
terminated when the eHor
is reduced by a factor of
(3.33)
and th,s+! is estimated as in §3.4. In computing practice, the CG process can be
terminated when the residual is reduced by a factor of Ii,
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4. A DAVIDSON-TYPE TRACE MINIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The shifting strategies described in §3.8 improve the performance of the trace
minimization algorithm considerably at the cost of rigorousness. Although the ran-
domization technique, the shifting strategies, and the roundoff error actually make
the algorithm surprisingly robust for a variety of problems, further prevention from
unstable convergence is necessary for problems in which the desired eigenvalues are
clustered. A natural way to maintain a stable convergence is using expanding sub-
spaces, with which the trace reduction property is automatically maintained.
The best known algorithm with expanding subspaces is the Lanczos algorithm in
which the Krylov subspaces are used to compute the approximation to the desired
eigenpairs, usually the largest or the smallest. This idea was adopted by Davidson,
in combination with the simultaneous coordinate relaxation method, to obtain what
he called the "compromise method" [Dav75], known as Davidson's method today.
In this section, we generalize the trace minimization method by putting it into the
framework of Davidson's method. In §4.1, we briefly review the Jacobi-Davidson
method, discuss its pros and cons in parallel computing environments. The Davidson-
type trace minimization algorithm is described in §4.6. Some computational aspects
are discussed in §4.2-§4.5.
4.1 The Jacobi-Davidson method
As was mentioned in §2.3, the Jacobi-Davidson method is a modification of the
Davidson method. It uses the same idea used in the trace minimization method to
compute a correction term to a previous computed Ritz pair, but with a different
objective.
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In the Jacobi-Davidson method, for a given Ritz pair (Xi. (1) with xIBXi = 1, a
correction vector Oi is sought such that
(4.1)
where Ai is the eigenvalue targeted by (Ji' Since the targeted eigenvalue Ai is not
available during the iteration, it is replaced by an approximation Cli- Ignoring high
order terms in (4.1), we get
(4.2)
where Ti = AXi - (JiBxi is the residual vector associated with the Ritz pair (Xi. OJ).
The BXi component in the right hand side of (4.2) bas no effect on Oi as long as the
system is consistent which is not guaranteed. In [SBFvdV96], [SvdV96], Ritz value
(Ji is used in place of Ai at each step.
A block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm was described in [SBFvdV96]; it can be out-
lined as follows:
Algorithm 4.1. A Block Jacobi-Davidson Algorithm.
Choose a block size s;::: p and an n x 8 matrix VI such that V[BVI = Is.
For k = 1,2,··· until convergence, do
1. Compute WI.: = AVk and the interaction matrix HI.: = V'lWk ;
2. Compute the 8 smallest eigenpairs (Uk, 81.:) of Hk • The diagonal elements
of Sk are arranged in ascending order;
3. Compute the corresponding Ritz vectors X k = VkUk;
4. Compute the residuals Rk = WkUk - BXkS/.:;
5. Test for convergence;







or preferably its projected form
[P;(A-O",B)P,] 0", = P,T"" X[;BIi"i = 0, (4.4)
approximately, where ~ = 1- BXk,i(X[,iB2Xk,i)-lXT.tB is an orthogonal
projection, and Tk,i = AXk,i-(h.,iBxk,i is the residual corresponding to the
Ritz pair (XI.:,i,6'k,i)i
7. If dim(V,) S m-s, then
V,+! = ModGSB(V" 1:>,),
else
V'+l = ModGSB(Xk,l:>k)'
Here, ModGSB stands for the modified Gram-Schmidt [DGKS76] with
respect to B-inner products, i,e., (x, y) = xT By;
End for
This algorithm can be regarded as a trace minimization algorithm with expanding
subspaces. The performance of the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm depends on how
good the initial guess is and how efficiently and accurately the inner system (4.3) is
solved.
If the right hand side of (4.3) is taken as the approximate solution to the inner
system (4.3), the algorithm is reduced to the Lanczos method. If the inner system
(4.3) is solved to high order accuracy, it is reduced to simultaneous Rayleigh quotient
iteration (RQI, see [ParSOJ) with expanding subspaces. Cubic convergence has been
observed for a variety of problems. In practice, however, the stage of cubic conver-
gence is often reached after many iterations. Figure 4.1-4.3 shows the convergence
history of the block JacobiRDavidson algorithm for the sample problem (3.11). The
algorithm always stagnates in the beginning and increasing the number of iteration
steps for the inner systems makes little difference. This can be explained by the
following. On one hand, the Rayleigh quotient shifting strategy in the block Jacobi-
Davidson algorithm forces the algorithm to converge to eigenvalues closest to the Ritz
values which are often far away from the desired eigenvalues at the beginning of the
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iteration. On the other hand, the subspace is expandingj thus the Ritz values are
decreasing and the algorithm is forced to converge to the smallest eigenpairs.
In a distributed computing environment, the inner systems can be solved simul-
taneously on different processors. These processors communicate with each other
after each outer iteration step, compute the current Ritz approximation, perform the
convergence test, and go on. In this case, the communication and synchronization
cost is proportional to the number of outer iteration steps. As a consequence, re-
ducing the number of outer iteration steps becomes more important than on serial
machines. This often means more accurate solutions to the inner systems in (4.4),
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Figure 4.2 Ritz shifts: 20 CG steps.
Another problem with the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm is poor-conditioning.
At the end of the Jacobi-Davidson iteration, when a Ritz value approaches a mul-
tiple eigenvalue or a cluster of eigenvalues, the inner system (4.4) becomes poor-
conditioned. This makes it difficult for an iterative solver to compute even a crude
approximation to the solution of the inner system.
In the next few sections, we apply the ideas developed in the trace minimization
method to the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm to improve its performance, partic-
ularly in distributed computing environments. We call the improved algorithm the
Davidson-type trace minimization algorithm because it is a combination of the trace
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Figure 4.3 Ritz shifts: 30 CG steps.
4.2 The shifting strategy
As was mentioned before, the choice of the shift parameters in the Jacobi-Davidson
method is justified only when the Ritz values are already "good" approximations to
the desired eigenvalues. At the beginning of the Jacobi-Davidson iteration, however,
the Ritz values are often far away from the desired eigenvalues; thus they are not
necessary good choices for the shift parameters.
We have found that the dynamic shifting strategy described in §3.8.2 is not only
more robust but also more efficient than the Ritz shifting strategy for the block
Jacobi-Davidson algorithm. Figure 4.4-4.6 show the convergence history of the block
Jacobi-Davidson algorithm with the dynamic shifting strategy. When 30 steps of CG
are used for the inner systems, the curve shoots down almost from the very first step.
In Chapter 5, we will present more experimental results on the dynamic shifting
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strategy. OUf experience indicates that it is always better than the Ritz shifting
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Figure 4.4 Dynamic shifts: 10 CG steps.
The use of expanding subspaces and the shifting strategy make it possible to
compute the largest eigenpairs of the problem (1.1) as wel1. In Algorithm 4.1, the
largest eigenpairs can be computed by replacing step (2) with
2a. Compute the s largest eigenpairs (Uk ,8k ) of Hki The diagonal ele-
ments of 8 k are arranged in ascending order;
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Figure 4.5 Dynamic shifts: 20 CG steps.
4.3 Implicit deflation
In the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm, the inner system (4.4) can become ill-
conditioned, particularly when the Ritz value approaches a multiple eigenvalue or a
cluster of eigenvalues. To illustrate the situation, let us consider the case B = I and
the coefficient matrix
III (4.4). Here, we drop the subscript k and consider the case i = 1 for simplic-
ity. Suppose the Ritz value (Jt is already an "accurate" approximation of the target
eigenvalue At- As a consequence, the corresponding Ritz vector Xl is also a legaod"
approximation to one of the eigenvectors associated with ),1. We say Xl is a "good"
approximation because the Ritz value obtained from a Ritz process converges twice
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Figure 4.6 Dynamic shifts: 30 CG steps.
of M are approximately
If )..1 ~ )\2, matrix M is ill-conditioned with an effective condition number (the zero
eigenvalue is filtered because the right hand side is also projected)
x;(M) = An - 8, .
>'2 - (Jl
Observe that when the Ritz pair (X Il e1 ) approaches the first eigenpair (Ul' ).1),
the Ritz pair (X21 (J2) approaches the second eigenpair (U21 >d as well. If ).2 is close to
All X2 converges to U2 with almost the same rate as Xl converges to Ul. Now, let us
assume >'1 = )..2 <t: A3· The above discussion shows that X2 is a "good" approximation
to V2 if Xl is a "good" approximation to VI. Denote by X the matrix {XI,X2} and
consider the matrix
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The effective condition number of N is approximately
An - 81
"(N) ~ A e'3 - 1
which is substantially smaller than ",(M). If we replace the linear system
[A:;,1x; ][ ~:] [(A -~,I)X' ] , (4.5)
by the linear system
(4.6)
the resulting projected system of (4.6), a semidefinite system with coefficient matrix
N, will be better conditioned than the projected system of (4.5), a semidefinite system
with coefficient matrix M. Replacing (4.5) by (4.6) merely requires 01 to be orthogonal
to both Xl and X2· Since 01 is used to expand the subspace in the previous step that
already contains Xl and X2, we actually expect it to be orthogonal to Xl and X2. The
case B =f:. I is a little more complicated. The estimated effective condition numbers
in the above discussion have to be scaled by K;(B).
In the trace minimization algorithm I the correction vector 01 is required to be
orthogonal to all the previous computed Ritz vectors. This is essential for main-
taining the trace reduction property in the trace minimization algorithm I and is also
expensive. In the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm I the trace reduction property is
automatically maintained. This can be used as an implicit deflation technique to
improve the condition of the inner systems. Since more orthogonality means more
communication and computation costs I we suggest to use only "good" Ritz vectors to
deflate the inner systems. Combined with the shifting strategy, the following criterion
can be used: a Ritz vector Xi is used to deflate the inner systems if and only if all the
Ritz values OJ, 1 S j S i have been used as the shift parameters for the corresponding
Ritz vectors. Deflation improves the performance of the block Jacobi-Davidson algo-
rithm dramatically for some "cooked U problems. For problems from real applicationsl
its effect seems to be mixed.
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4.4 The stopping strategy
The stopping strategy described In §3.8.3 can be incorporated into the block
Jacobi-Davidson algorithm as well. In §3.8.3, it is suggested that the inner system
for the ith Ritz vector be terminated when the error reduction factor (if CG is used)
or the residual (if other solvers are used) is reduced by a factor of
(4.7)
(Ok-I,i - Uk,i)/(Bk,s+l - Uk,i) a),:,i = (h,i,
where s 2:: p is the block size. In the trace minimization algorithm, (h,s+! is estimated
by fh.'-l,s and is fixed after a few steps. In the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm, the
subspace is expanding, the Ritz value th,s+! can be computed except for the very first
step. Since the algorithm always restarts with 28 vectors, we will start the algorithm
with a subspace of size 28 as well. We will see in section §4.5 that we actually need
more than 8 Ritz pairs at each step in order to maintain load balance. With this
approach) ('h,s+I can be computed from the very beginning.
We see from (4.7) that each inner system has a different error reduction factor.
This error reduction factor can be very small (close to 0) for some systems and very
large (close to 1) for others. Since the new approximations to the desired eigenpairs
are obtained by a Ritz process, which is only collectively optimal in the subspace,
solving some of the inner systems significantly more accurately than others does not
necessarily gives more accuracy to the corresponding Ritz vectors in the next step.
As a matter of fact, our experience indicates that the overall error reduction in all
the Ritz vectors are bounded by the maximum of the error reduction factors in (4.7).
Moreover, in a distributed computing environment, the inner systems are usually
solved simultaneously on different processors_ Thus the execution time is bounded by
that of the slowest processor which is often the one with the smallest error reduction
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factor. For this reason, we use the geometric mean of the s error reduction factors
'-p
as the error reduction factor for all the inner systems. This choice is oriented towards
all of the Ritz vectors with a little bias to the first unconverged Ritz vector. It has
worked well in practice.
4.5 Load balance
In a distributed computing environment, the issue of load balance needs to be
addressed. In the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm, load balance is affected by many
factors, most notably the following: the topology of the network, the block size 5, the
stopping criterion for the inner systems, and the number of unconverged eigenpairs.
Theorem 3.5 requires the block size s being chosen such that As < ).'*1' This require-
ment is not that important in the current algorithm because of the use of expanding
subspaces. It should be chosen, however} according to the configuration of the pro-
cessor groups in order to achieve initial load balance. The stopping criterion for the
inner systems has the greatest impact on load balance. This has been discussed in
§4.4. In the following, we discuss another important implementation detail related to
load balance.
In a distributed computing environment, the computing resource can be divided
into groups each responsible for a number of inner systems. Initially, load balance can
be maintained by choosing an appropriate block size 5. As the algorithm proceeds,
the eigenpairs converge one by one or group by group (for clustered eigenpairs) in
ascending order. Hence, the number of linear systems is changing from step to step,
particularly at the end of the iteration. Consequently, the inner systems have to
be distributed to the processor groups dynamically to maintain load balance. If the
number of processor groups is substantially smaller than 5, we can easily keep all the
groups busy most of the time. In practice, however, 5 is usually not very large and
we prefer choosing groups of small size to reduce the communication costs among the
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processors within each group_ A typical case is that we have s groups each responsible
for just ODe inner system. Once an eigenpair converges, the processor group that was
responsible for this eigenpair will idle in the subsequent steps. Reconfiguration the
processor groups, that involves redistributing matrices and changing communication
patterns, is certainly not a good choice.
We propose a simple and efficient strategy to maintain load balance dynamically.
The idea is that we always solve s linear systems even after some of the desired eigen-
pairs have been accepted. More specifically, if io > 0 eigenpairs have been accepted,
we solve s linear systems associated with Ritz pairs (Xk,i,8k,i), i o+l:5:i::;s+io- With
this approach, we need to compute more eigenpairs at step (2). Hence, we start the
algorithm with a subspace of size 28 instead of 8 and compute 28 eigenpairs of H at
each step. Since the spectral decomposition of H is usually done by the QR method,
this barely increase the cost of step (2). The extra work at step (6), i.e., solving
more linear systems than needed, is compensated by the improved asymptotic rate
of convergence because we use a block size 8 instead of a smaller one.
4.6 The Davidson-type trace minimization algorithm
The combination of the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm and the techniques de~
scribed in the previOUS sections results in a new algorithm for the symmetric general-
ized eigenvalue problem (1.1), which we call "the Davidson-type trace minimization
algorithm." Let 8 ;:::: P be the block size, m ;:::: 28 be a given integer that limits the
dimension of the subspace. The algorithm can be described as follows.
Algorithm 4.2. The Davidson-Type Trace minimization Algorithm
Choose an n X 28 matrix VI such that vtBV'i = 12s .
For k = 1,2,·· . until convergence, do
1. Compute Wk = Alik and the interaction matrix Hk = V{Wki
2. Compute the 28 smallest eigenpairs (Uk, G,d of Hk. The diagonal elements
of 8k are arranged in ascending order;
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3. Compute the corresponding Ritz vectors XI.: = VkUk ;
4. Compute the residuals R/.; = WkUk - BXk 8 k ;
5. Test for convergence;
6. For 1 :::; i .$ s, solve the indefinite system
(4.8)
to a certain accuracy determined by the stopping criterion described in
§4.4. Here, P = I -BYk(Y{B2Yk)-1y[B is an orthogonal projection
and Yk consists of Xk i and some other "good" Ritz vectors determined,
by the strategy described in §4.3, Uk,i is the shift parameter determined
according to the dynamic shifting strategy described in §3.8.2, and Tk,i =
AXk,i-8k,iBxk,i is the residual corresponding to the Ritz pair (Xk,i, 8k ,i);
7. If dim(Vk) <:: m-s, then
Vk+l = ModGSB(Vk, Ll.)
else
End for
4.7 Parallel implementation with PETSc
In this section, we describe a parallel implementation of the Davidson-type trace
minimization algorithm. The programming model we chose is the well-known master-
slave model. The available computing resources, i.e., processors or workstations, are
divided into groups each responsible for solving a number of inner systems (4.8). The
number of groups and the amount of resources in each group depend on the number of
eigenvalues desired, the block size used, and the topology of the computing environ-
ment. The matrices and the relevant vectors are distributed among the processors in
each group. One of the groups serves as the master that dispatches the inner systems
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to the slaves, collects the solution vectors from the slaves, and perform other steps
locally.
We chose MPI: The Message Passing Interface [GLS94] and PETSc: The Portable
Extensible Toolkit for Scientific computation [SGMB95J as programming tools to im-
plement our algorithm. MPI is a standardized and portable message-passing system
that is designed to run on a wide variety of parallel computers. It provides a uni-
form interface for developing message-passing programs in Fortran 77 and C. Several
implementations of MPI already exist, including some that are in the public domain
1. PETSc is a software package built on top of MPI that provides tools for the basic
parallel matrix-vector arithmetics, parallel linear and nonlinear system solvers, and
parallel preconditioners.
In our implementation, the processors groups are defined by MPI intracommuni-
cators. PETSc is initialized in each processor group using the intracommunicator as
its world communicator. This allows us to solve the inner systems simultaneously in
all the groups including the master group. For each slave group, we create a MPI in-
tercommunicator in order to communicate with the master group. The master group
has an intercommunicator for each slave group. Message passing between the master
group and the slave groups is done in the context of these intercommunicators. We
use nonblocking MPLIsendO and MPIJrecvO in order to overlap message passing
with computation. Figure 4.7 show a 4 group configuration with 16 processors.
Since the block size s and the maximum subspace size m used in our experiments
are both small, we decided not to parallelize step (I) to (5) and step (7) in Algorithm
4.2. These steps are performed by the master group only. As we will see in Chapter
5, the best performance is always achieved by solving the inner systems to a relatively
high order accuracy. As a result, the total cost is dominated by step (6), particularly
when the inner systems are preconditioned. Normally, step (6) consumes more than











Figure 4.7 Layout of the processor groups.
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5. NUMERlCAL EXPERlMENTS
In this chapter, we illustrate the effects of the new techniques in the Davidson-
type trace minimization algorithm with numerical experiments. The implementation
of the algorithm has been described in §4.7. The test problems are taken from papers
on Davidson-type methods [CPS94], [SvdV96L and the Harwell-Boeing collection 1.
All the experiments have been performed on the SGljOrigin 2000 in the Computer
Science Department at Purdue University.
In §5.1, we describe the test set and notation used in this chapter. The per-
formance of the new algorithm is presented in §5.2. Since the new algorithm is a
generalization of the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm, it is compared against the
block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm. The implementation of both algorithms is similar
except for the shifting strategy, the deflation technique, and the stopping strategy.
5.1 The test set and notation
Seven test problems, PI-P7, are used in our experiments. The first two are "toy"
problems taken from [CPS94] and [SvdV96] with larger size. These two problems
represent two frequently encountered cases in eigenvalue problems. The gap ratios of
the desired eigenvalues are small, but due to different types of eigenvalue distributions.
Problems P3-P7 are selected from the Harwell-Boeing collections. These are
generalized eigenvalue problems that arise in structural engineering. In all the five
problems, the mass matrices B are diagonal matrices. This allows us to calculate the
eigenvalues of the test problems with the QR method in LAPACK 2 in order to verify




Table 5.1 lists the notation used in the tables and figures presented in this chapter.
Table 5.2 shows the profile of the test matrices. Some of the eigenvalues for the test
problems are listed below. They are computed by the LAPACK routine DSYEVX.
For large eigenvalues in problems P3-P7, some of the digits after the decimal point
are meaningless.
Table 5.1 Notation used in the tables and figures.
n Size of the problem
nnz Number of nonzero elements
conci Two-norm condition number of a matrix
p Number of eigenpairs desired
s Block size
m Maximum size of the subspaces
np Number of processors
ng Number of processor groups
Ital Residual tolerance for accepting an eigenpair
[max Maximum number of inner iteration steps allowed
Osteps Number of outer iteration steps
Isteps Number of iteration steps for the inner systems
A mu1ts Number of matrix vector multiplications with A
Time CPU time
DS The dynamic stopping strategy for the inner systems
SS The static stopping strategy for the inner systems
Table 5.2 The profile of the test matrices
Problem Name n nnz cond Description
PI A 10000 30000 1.0E + 04
B 10000 10000 1
P2 A 3000 8998 8.5
B 3000 3000 1
P3 bcsstk08 1074 12960 4.7E+ 07 TV studio
bcsstmOB 1074 1074 8.3E+ 06
P4 bcsstk09 1083 18437 3.1E+04 Square Plate Clamped
bcsstm09 1083 1083 1.0E + 04
P5 bcsstkll 1473 34241 5.3E+ 08 Ore Car
bcsstmll 1473 1473 1.2E + 05
P6 bcsstk21 3600 26600 4.5E +07 Square Plate Clamped
bcsstm21 3600 3600 24
P7 bcsstk26 1922 30336 2.3E+08 Nuclear Power Station
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5.2 Performance of the Davidson-type trace minimization algorithm
In this section, we present the results of the numerical experiments. Since the
new Davidson-type trace minimization algorithm is obtained from the block Jacobi-
Davidson algorithm by incorporating some new techniques, namely the shifting strat-
egy, the stopping strategy, and the implicit deflation technique, we will start from the
block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm and introduce these techniques one by one into the
algorithm to show how the new techniques improve the performance of the algorithm.
In most of the experiments, we compute 4 smallest eigenpairs using block size 4 and
subspaces of size 20, i.e., p = 4, S = 4, m = 20. We deliberately use small m in
order to show the strength of the new algorithm. The inner systems are solved by
the conjugate gradient method which is terminated when the specified conditions are
satisfied or a near breakdown or divergence is detected. For some problems, GMRES
is also used for comparison.
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PI: The first problem is a standard eigenvalue problem of order n = 10,000 in
which matrix A is defined by
, if i = j,
0.5 if j = i + 1 or j = i-I,
aij =
(i, j) E {(I, n), (n, I)},0.5 if
0 otherwise.
This problem was considered in [CPS94] as an example to show how the performance
of the generalized Davidson method can be improved by preconditioning. As we
have seen in the previous section, the first few eigenvalues of the problem are well-
separated. The corresponding gap ratios, however, are moderately small (~ 0.0001)
due to the large span of the spectrum. For a randomly generated initial guess) the
initial Ritz values are often far away from the desired eigenvalues.
Table 5.3 Problem PI: n=10000,m=20,rtol=10- 1O ,np=4,ng=4.
Ritz shifts Dynamic shifts
Isteps Osteps A mults Time Osteps A mults Time
10 208 9368 28.5 216 9728 29.8
20 103 8760 19.2 76 6468 14.8
40 69 11392 19.0 34 5616 9.3
60 54 13236 21.0 27 6564 10.1
80 48 15608 22.0 24 7808 11.3
100 57 23065 31.3 20 8108 11.6
DS (Imax=120) 33 9653 17.0 23 7364 11.2
Ritz shifting versus Dynamic shifting: We first compare the Ritz shifting strat-
egy with the dynamic shifting strategy. In Table 5.3, we list the number of outer
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iterations, number of matrix vector multiplications with A, and the execution time
as functions of the number of inner iteration steps. We see that the performance of
both shifting strategies are very close if the inner systems are solved crudely. The
difference becomes clear when we increase the number of inner iteration steps. The
dynamic shifting strategy accelerates the algorithm significantly. For 1seps ~ 40,
the number of outer iteration steps is almost halved comparing to the Ritz shifting
strategy. Most importantly, with the dynamic shifting strategy, the number of outer
iteration steps decreases steadily, while with the Ritz shifting strategy the number of
outer iteration steps starts increasing when I steps> 60.
In Figure 5.1, we plot the execution time versus the number of inner iteration
steps with different numbers of processors. In all the cases, the dynamic shifting
strategy outperforms the Ritz shifting strategy.
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Figure 5.1 Problem PI with SS: n = 10000.
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Fixed inner iteration steps versus dynamic stopping strategy: In this example,
the dynamic stopping strategy works extremely well as we can see from the last row
of Table 5.3. When applied alone, the dynamic stopping strategy not only reduces
the number of matrix vector multiplications, as it is supposed to, but also reduces
the number of outer iteration steps as well. When applied with the dynamic shifting
strategy, it almost achieves the best performance the static stopping strategy can
possibly achieve. Overall, the performance of the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm is
improved tremendously.
Implicit deflation: The deflation technique does not work well for this problem
probably because the inner systems are not ill-conditioned. The number of outer
iteration steps and the number of matrix vector multiplications remain unchanged
while the execution time goes up slightly.
Scalability: We have run the algorithm with different number of processors. Fig-
ure 5.2 shows the speedup for both shifting strategies when they are combined with
the dynamic stopping strategy. For problem PI with n = 10,000, none of them scales
linearly. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, in the current implementation,
part of the code is executed by the master group only. This part consumes about
20% of the total CPU time for PI. Secondly, with the current version of MPr, we
cannot take advantage of the topology of the underlying architecture when we parti-
tion the processors into groups. Processors in a group may not be close to each other
physically. This somehow reduces the benefit of task parallelism. Thirdly and most
importantly, the size of the problem is too small for the algorithm to be computation-
bound. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.3 where the size of the problem was increased
to n = 20,000. Now, the computational cost is dominated by step (6). We can see
that, in this case, the algorithm with both shifting strategy scales almost linearly.
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Problem 1: p-4, 5=4, m-20, No precomfrti0!11ng
"r-~--~r---~-'---~--'---~-----;---~----",
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Figure 5.2 Problem PI with DS, n = 10000.
Data parallelism versus task parallelism: The Davidson-type trace minimization
algorithm is naturally suited for task parallelism which is often more attractive than
pure data parallelism. However, the SGI/Origin 2000 uses the fat hypercube topology
and a high speed interconnection network. The communication cost is relatively low.
The benefit of task parallelism is limited if the problem is not computational intense.
We run problem PI with different numbers of processors and different numbers of
groups. Table 5.4 shows the CPU time of the Davidson-type trace minimization al-
gorithm for problem PI with n = 20,000. For np = 2, the two-group configuration
performs much better than the one-group configuration. For np = 4, the four-group
configuration is the best. The two-group configuration performs only slightly better
than the one-group configuration that utilizes data parallelism only. The possible
reason is that, with MPI, we cannot guarantee that the processors in a local group
are physically close to each other; thus the communication cost is not necessarily
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Figure 5.3 Problem PI with DS: n = 20000.
reduced very much. We have reasons to believe, however, the configurations that
exploit data parallelism will always performs better if the processors are partitioned
according to their location.
P2: The second problem is also a standard eigenvalue problem in which A is a
matrix of order n = 3, 000 defined by
2.4 if
aij = -1 if
o otherwise.
z =),
j = i + 1 or j = i-I,
This problem is taken from [SvdV96] with the order being modified to 3,000. The
eigenvalues of the problem lie in a small interval [0,3.5]. The matrix itself is well-
conditioned. The gap ratios for the first few eigenvalues, however, are quite small
(~1O-6 ). In the presence of shifting, the inner systems are often ill-conditioned.
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Table 5.4 CPU time for problem PI witb DS: n=20000,m=20,rtol=10-1o
Number of processors
Groups 2 4 8 16
1 77 41 22 18
2 58 40 22 12
4 33 22 12
Without preconditioning, a relatively large number of iteration steps has to be used
to avoid stagnation.
Table 5.5 shows the results obtained for problem P2 without resorting to precon-
ditioning. The dynamic shifting strategy once again steadily reduces the number of
outer iterations when the number of inner iteration steps is increased, and always
takes fewer outer iteration steps. In Table 5.6, the same pattern is observed when
1C(0) preconditioning is applied to the inner systems. Although the number of outer
iterations is furthedy reduced, the algorithm with 1C(0) preconditioning is more ex-
pensive than that without preconditioning. The dynamic stopping strategy, however,
still gives good results for both cases.
For problem P2, implicit deflation slightly reduces the number of outer itera-
tion steps when the dynamic stopping strategy is applied. The total cost is also
increased slightly because the reduction of outer iteration steps has little effect on
SGfjOrigin 2000.
P3-P7: As we have seen in the previous section, these are difficult problems be-
cause the gap ratios for the smallest eigenvalues are extremely small due to the huge
span of the spectrums. Without preconditioning, none of these problems can be solved
with reasonable costs. In our experiments, we use the incomplete Oholesky factor-
ization (10(0)) of A as the preconditioner for all the matrices of the form A - aBo
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Table 5.5 Problem P2: m=20,rtol=1O-1O,np=4,ng=4.
Ritz shifts Dynamic shifts
lsteps Osteps A mults Time Dsteps A mults Time
40 > 250 232 38288 18.2
60 175 42880 19.1 157 38472 17.0
80 104 33808 13.9 88 28504 11.7
100 86 34836 13.8 62 25116 10.0
120 58 28136 11.5 50 24256 9.4
140 44 24868 9.4 37 20912 8.2
160 51 32900 12.5 32 20610 8.0
DS( Imax=180) 44 30169 11.9 37 19341 8.2
Since IIAII, + IA,IIIBII, is huge for all the desired eigenvalues A" we use (3.17) as the
acceptance test for the desired eigenpairs. The inner systems are terminated by the
dynamic stopping strategy. Table 5.7 lists the CPU time obtained with 4 proces-
sors. It is clear that the modified algorithm always performs better than the block
Jacobi-Davidson algorithm.
In all the previous examples, the inner systems are solved by the conjugate gradient
method that is terminated when the specified condition is met, or an abnormal case
is detected. Since the inner systems are indefinite, it is quite surprising that it works
just fine in practice. The performance with other solvers are similar to that with
the conjugate gradient method. For problem P3, if the inner systems are solved by
GMRES(20) with IC(O) preconditioning, the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm returns
84.78615951, 84.78643355, 84.78643355, 85.53681115
rather than the four smallest eigenvalues. This shows that the dynamic shifting
strategy also makes the new algorithm more reliable.
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Table 5.6 Problem P2 with IC(O): m=20,Ttol=1O-1O ,np=4,ng=4.
Ritz shifts Dynamic shifts
Isteps Osteps A mults Time Osteps A mults Time
40 64 10589 19.1 54 8916 17.1
60 46 11276 20.7 28 6684 12.1
80 35 11365 20.1 23 7432 13.0
100 28 11348 19.3 22 8657 14.8
120 22 10676 18.4 22 10676 18.3
140 23 13000 23.3 21 11392 19.9
160 27 17393 31.3 16 9349 16.8
DB (Imax=180) 17 10963 19.6 21 6763 13.1
The conjugate gradient method is also recommended by Wu [Wu97] as the inner
system solver in the generalized Davidson method. Our experience indicates that it
is at least as effective as other solvers, and is often more robust.
Table 5.7 Problems P3-P7 with CG: m=20,rtol=10-B,np=4,ng=4.
Ritz shifts Dynamic shifts
Problem Imax Osteps A mults Time Osteps A mults Time
P3 40 34 3954 4.7 10 759 0.8
P4 40 15 1951 2.2 15 1947 2.2
P5 100 90 30990 40.5 54 20166 22.4
P6 100 40 10712 35.1 39 11220 36.2
P7 100 60 21915 32.2 39 14102 19.6
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6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The main goal of the thesis was to develop efficient parallel algorithms for the
large, sparse generalized eigenvalue problem.
After reviewing all the practical algorithms for the generalized eigenvalue problem,
we found the trace minimization algorithm and the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm
are two most promising algorithms for parallel implementation. We started from the
trace minimization algorithm, explored its connection to simultaneous iteration, and
gave a condition under which the inexact version of the algorithm converges. We also
introduced a preconditioning technique for the saddle point problems, and proposed a
more efficient dynamic shifting strategy. Many computational details have also been
discussed.
We then moved to the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm. We found that, for sym-
metric problems, the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm is a generalization of the trace
minimization algorithm using expanding subspaces. We applied the shifting strategy,
the stopping strategy, the preconditioning technique, and the implicit deflation tech-
nique developed for the trace minimization algorithm to the block Jacobi-Davidson
algorithm to obtain a new algorithm that is ideally suited for problems where factor-
ization of either of the matrices A or B of (1.1) is infeasible or undesirable, and for
distributed computing environments where the communication cost is relatively high.
The algorithm has been implemented in C using MPI and PETSc. Numerical
experiments have been performed on the SGljOrigin 2000 in the Computer Science
Department at Purdue University. We have found that the dynamic shifting strategy
and the dynamic stopping strategy developed for the trace minimization algorithm
are very effective in reducing both the number of outer iterations, hence the commu-
nication and synchronization cost, and the number of matrix vector multiplications,
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hence the computational cost, in the block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm. The modified
algorithm is always more efficient than the original block Jacobi-Davidson algorithm
for average initial guesses.
The SGljOrigin 2000 in the Computer Science Department at Purdue University
uses RlOOOO processors with a clock rate of 195MHz. The nodes are connected by the
high speed CrayLink with a bi-directional bandwidth of 624MB/sec. The communi-
cation cost is relatively low. Moreover, with the current version of MPI, we have no
control of how the processors are partitioned. As a consequence, we did not benefit
much from the reduction of outer iteration steps. More experiments need to be done
on dedicated clusters of workstations.
In current implementation, several parts of the code run in sequential or in parallel
locally. These include the small eigenvalue problem solver, the Gram-Schmidt process
for normalizing Vk+l' and the convergence test. They can be furtherly parallelized in
order to take full advantage of data parallelism.
The Jacobi-Davidson method is applicable to the nonsymmetric generalized eigen-
value problem. None of the acceleration techniques that are effective for the symmet-
ric case has been successfully applied to the nonsymmetric case except the implicit
deflation technique. It would be a very important advance if a similar shifting strategy
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